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Filing & Paper Work!
We don’ know how your
January has been, but ours
has been filing & paper work!
It seems every January is the
same; put all that 2012 STUFF
somewhere to make room for
all the 2013 STUFF! We do
feel accomplished, and ready
to start the new year.
This month the Sunday School
class we attend has decided to
tackle the book of Revelation.
Since we both enjoy this book
of the Bible, we volunteered to
teach 2 of the classes. We
were lucky to get to teach the
first 4 messages to churches
that God had revealed to John,
some of the easier text to study
in Revelation. Our class
continues as we have other
responsibilities for February.
Keep them in your prayers!

We also began taking a class
this month. We’ve started
taking the Perspectives class.
Check out information about
the group at
www.perspectives.org. The
class is a 15 week course on
understanding God’s
unchanging purposes and how
they are relevant in our lives.
We are looking forward to
being renewed in our ministry
and in our lives.
This has been a difficult month
for many families. We had 4
friends/family members pass
away this month, including 1 of
Linda’s brother-in-laws. Our
prayers are with all those who
have been affected with the
loss of a loved one during this
holiday season.
February will put us “on the
road again”. It’s been nice to

stay at “home”, but we are
looking forward to seeing how
God is working – worldwide.
We’ll let you know how our
February travels unfold next
month.
Prayer Requests:
† Safety as we begin
traveling again
† Continued good health
† Praises for all our
supporters – you are a
blessing!
† Praises for our beautiful
family – please keep
them safe.
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